MONTHS OF THE YEAR

In January I shiver and shake.
(shiver)

In February, Valentines we make
(draw heart in air)

In March my kite blows in the wind
(wave hand)

In April, the raindrop is my friend
(wiggle fingers in downward motion)

In May, the flowers grow in the pot
(wiggle finger in upward motion)

In June the days start to get real hot
(fan self)

July the 4th we celebrate
(make pretend fireworks)

In August the swimming is really great
(pretend swim)
September welcomes in the Fall
(wave hands back and forth like leaves falling)

October the Halloween witches call
(make pointy hat with fingers)

November the turkeys are on the go
(flap wings)

December ends with a Ho Ho Ho!
(rub belly)

Oh the months may come and the months may go,
which one’s the best? Well, I don’t know!